During the past year, the Smith College Libraries have benefited from the thoughtfulness and generosity of many donors supporting a range of funds. We are deeply grateful for this enduring interest and support which allows the Libraries to maintain a high level of service and exemplary resources. Every effort has been made to accurately reflect this year’s giving. If we have made an error, please let us know.

### FRIENDS OF THE SMITH COLLEGE LIBRARIES FUND

| Anonymous | Christine Barsby | Amanda Bowen |
| Anonymous | Deanna Bates | Nancy Mason Bradbury ’74 |
| Anonymous | Virginia Brown Bauer ’59 | Joan Epstein Bragen ’56 |
| Nancy Veale Ahern ’58 | in memory of Myrtle Williams Brown | in honor of Anne Vonckx Weaver ’57 |
| Anonymous | Linda Ward Beech ’62 | Anne Birdsell Brown ’62 |
| Anonymous | James Bennett | Margaret Mowen Brown ’66 |
| Anonymous | in honor of Molly Mulhern ’82 | Busy Burr ’83 |
| Anonymous | James Bennett | Esta Smith Busi ’59 |
| Anonymous | in honor of Barbara H. Mulhern ’47 | Miriam Cady ’04 |
| Anonymous | M. Darrell Matthews Berg A.M. ’57 | Mary Kemp Callaway ’62 |
| Anonymous | in memory of Louise Rood A.M. ’42 | Ellen Campbell ’75 |
| Anonymous | Jean Neilsen Berry ’58 | in honor of Jane Majeski ’74 |
| Nancy Veale Ahern ’58 | Jennifer Bew Orr ’88 | Caroline Soleliac Carbaugh ’66 |
| Anonymous | in honor of Deborah Lubar & Leonard Berkman | Emily Carlson ’96 |
| Anonymous | Edith Stenhouse Bingham ’55 | Paisley Seyfarth Cato ’75 |
| Anonymous | in honor of Adela Bartholomew Wilmerding ’55 | Katherin Branigar Chase ’64 |
| Anonymous | Barbara Borenstein Blumenthal ’75 | Carol T. Christ |
| Anonymous | Amanda Bock ’99 | |
FRIENDS OF THE SMITH COLLEGE LIBRARIES FUND cont.

Sheila Montgomery Cleworth '55
Susan Gantz Coakley '70
Susanna Coit '08
Margery Cole '74
in memory of Sandra Vivian '74
Lisa Pick Conescu '70
Gail Goodrich Conway '48
in memory of Helen Jeffers Goodrich 1910
Carla Cooke '01
Chris Cullens '80
Mary Spivy Dangremond '76
Peggy Block Danziger '62
Gail de los Santos Anderson '79
Wynne Pafford Delmhorst '62
Lauren Dillard '73
Anne Walker Dorny '55
Sandra Doucett
Nancy Ruddell Duck '63
Emily Schubert Egan '04
Paula Ferris Einaudi '65
in honor of Katherine Young McGhee '66
Judith Everitt '71
in memory of Michele B. Zuckerman '71
Corey Borenstein Fabian-Barrett '08
Anne Farr '66
Eleanor Earle Ferguson '65
in memory of:
Dorothy Clark Archibald 1933
Eleanor Clark Earle 1926
Gertrude Ferguson Phelps 1922
& Julia Gilman Clark 1896
Heather Stewart Finan '90
Maureen Flannery
Helen Themo Fledderus '51
in memory of Marion Cowan '51
Anne Fleming '89
Margaret Ford '80
in memory of Ruth Mortimer Lancaster '53
Amanda Mayo Fost '91
Joanne Foster '62
Jenny Kuntz Frost '78
in honor of L. Irene Spielman-Hodge '77
& Sara Tancer Gordon '78
Stephanie Larkin Frost '77
Rebecca Fulweiler '67
Lella Gandini '78, A.M. '82
Susan Cleary Garratt '59
Molly Giammarco '06
Joan Gigstad '84
Kathleen Golden '69
Claire Taylor Goldman '57
Ann Gordon '66
Carol Joyce Gotwals '50
Martha Gray '83
Katherine Ford Gregg '82
Theanne Griffith '08
Mary Lee Grisanti '76
Laurel McCain Haarlow '88
Kristin Halloran '02
David Hamilton
in honor of Caroline Hamilton '08
Lily Hart '05
Mary Harvey '75
Linnea Hermance '89
Joan Hershey '81
Marjorie Hess '62
Jean Newberger Hiersteiner '43
Friends of the Smith College Libraries Fund cont.

Ann Wellmeier Hilliard '59
Mary Schimminger Hinds '76
Mary Sneed Hinkel '73
Mary Hirschbiel Schneiderman '05
Anna Craig Hogan '66
Jane Baker Holt '69
in memory of Catherine Campbell Rhorer '69 & Elizabeth Gallaher von Klemperer '44
Julia Aiello Howson '90
Jennifer Bock Hughes '84
Diane Hummelbrunner '88
Betsy Lamson Humphreys '69
Margaret Hunt '73
in honor of Peggy Martin Smith '73
Shaun Hunter '84
Nancy West Husbands '62
Mary Irwin
in honor of Ann Alpers '84
Diane Scharfeld Isaacs '61
in memory of Eve Braun Klipstein '61
Catherine Jenkins '96

Jane Johnston
Barbara Judge '46
Janice Julian '81
in memory of Everett & Harriet Julian
Kate Kelly '73
Brandy King '01
Mary Lea Kirven '83
Sue Shapiro Klau '68
in memory of Florence F. Einhorn '66
Emily Knox '98
Jocelyne Kolb '72
Barbara Kwasnik
Allison La Pointe '97
Valerie Skorda Lafleur '64
in memory of Marilyn Werble Nelson '64
Catherine Brooks Laing '89
Marjorie Lamberti '59
Jo Armstrong LaPierre '57
Martha Abbott Lawrenz '62
in honor of Joan Bigwood Osborn '82
Jeana Lee '07
Anne Leen '75
Nancy Emsig Lerner '63

Jennifer Gold Levy '76
Frances Kaplan Licht '56
Mary Kate Long '10
Mary Adams Loomba '58
Christopher Loring
Heather Macchi '93
Julia MacKenzie Dipl. '79
Patricia Mail S.M. '65
in memory of Constance D. Mail '30
Nancy Weiss Malkiel '65
May Lynn Goldstein Mansbach '62
Elizabeth Margolis '68
Patricia Mariani '77
in honor of Rosita Mariani &
in memory of Anthony Mariani
Laura Hansen Marks '96
Marilyn Johnston Martin '57
in honor of Jane Nawrocki O'Donnell '57
Barbara McBride
Kathleen McCartney
Kevin McDonough
in memory of Marcia Waterous
McDonough '54
Erin McGee '99
Sonora Miller '04
in memory of Frank Ellis
Lucy Walton Mooney '85
Sarah Brigham Morgan '91
Nancy Roche Morino '68
in memory of Lois Van Hoesen '68
Barbara Silcocks Naeser '63
Honey Nash '54
in memory of: Grace Loring '54
Prudence Luneburg Ross '54
& Virginia Jackson Horner '54
Katherine Naughton '70
in memory of Harriet Bixler Naughton '42 & Mary Thayer Bixler 1917
M. Catharine Newbury
Hilary Nieukirk '97
in memory of Marie D. Gadsden '46
Christine Nolan M.Ed '81
Susan Goodman Novick '81
in memory of Ann S. Schaechner '52
Amy Kim Ondris '01
Erin Ostrander '00
and
Erin Ostrander ‘00
in honor of Priscilla Mossman Ross '88
in memory of Deborah Andrews Burch '51 & Ethel Stretch Andrews 1926
Elizabeth Outler '92
Alison Overseth '80
Christie Harvin Owens '69
Jane Sowder Palmer '62
Judith Parr '82
in honor of Caroline Ytsma '18
in honor of Sarah Reibman '17
Elisabeth Morgan Pendleton '62
Betsy Rohrbaugh Pepper '67
Frances Garber Pepper '62
Caro Pinto '04
Mary Shea Placke '58
Sarah Pritchard
Cynthia Rallis '77
Stephanie Piper Ralph '67
Elizabeth Randall '75
in honor of Barbara Shook Hazen '51
Katharine Randall '51
in honor of Barbara Shook Hazen '51
Katy Rawdon '95
Barbara Rejniak
Julie Richter '83
Sandra Landau Rippe '67
Anne Rittershofer-Neumann '58
Katharine McCagg Robinson '56
Antoinette Stackpole Russin '61
in memory of Mary Byers Smith 1908
Catherine Wheaton Saines '89
Marylynn Salmon
Rita Seplowitz Saltz '60
Therese Salus '78
Ann Sanford '75
Michelle Saunders-Smith '02
Donna Domagala Scally '95
Joy Scantlebury '91
Cathy Schoen '70
Joan Sigel Schuman '62
Kathryn Service
Carole Rosenfeld Settle '64
William Sheehan
Pat Shipman '70
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Barbara Robbins Simanek '73
Diana Simplair '87
Susan Sivard '77
in memory of Ruth Leger Sivard '37
Robin Smith
Smith College Club of Belmont
Amanda Smithberger '08
Silvana Solano '83
Amy Southwick '64
Joseph Spang
Susan Steinway '78
Katherine Stewart '71
Marcia Stuart '63
Kathleen Swaim
in memory of Elizabeth Swaim
Katharine Swibold '82
Patricia Thatcher '70
Virginia Cook Thiebaud '72
Marianne Loiacono Thomas '77
Jill Timbers '76
Barbara Judge Townsend '74
in memory of Lyn Judge Corbett '74
Sarah Trabucchi '00
Anne Van Wart '88
Janet Crane Vitkevich '70
in memory of Susan Seamans '70
Mary Curley Vos '52
Janet Boorky Wallstein '71
Barbara Stevens Weeks '53
Kalle Gerritz Weeks '67
Jessica Catrow Whelan '97
Heidi Whitesell '87
Katherine Britt Wilkerson '89
Lucinda McMurtry Williams '85
Serena Williams '81
Lynne Withey '70
Virginia Euwer Wolff '59
in memory of Temma H. Schaller '59
Kathryn Davie Wood '86
Martha Wood '69
Nancy Judge Wood '73
in memory of Lyn Judge Corbett '74
Mary Brooks Woodbridge '60
in memory of Eleanor Mackenzie Harpur '34
Constance Zack '66
Rosalyn Zakheim '69
in honor of Janet Williams Harrison '69
Shelley Zuraw '78

ENDOWED LIBRARY FUNDS

Dean’s Libraries Innovation Fund
Betsy Lamson Humphreys '69
Marcia MacHarg '70
Bethanne Kelly Patrick '85
in honor of Susan Goodman Novick '81

Friends of the Libraries Preservation Fund
Elaine Eatoff McConnell '79
in honor of Helen Molloy & Roger Graves
in memory of Frank Ellis, Vernon Harward & Ruth Mortimer Lancaster '53
Mary Damiano Pinney '58, AC '80
in memory of Florence Macdonald '32
Susanne Roberts '66

Gundersheimer Endowed Acquisition Fund for the Rare Book Collection at Smith College
Karen Gundersheimer
ENDOWED LIBRARY FUNDS cont.

Helen Morrison Fyke and Waite Family Endowed Fund
Barbara Wham Waite ’56
in memory of Helen Fyke

Ruth Mortimer Rare Book Room Fund
Margaret Ford ’80
in memory of Ruth Mortimer Lancaster ’53
Margaret Ford ’80
in memory of Katharine Kyes Leab ’62 & Ruth Mortimer Lancaster ’53

Studwell Endowed Fund
Jean Berry ’58
in memory of Susan von Salis ’79
Kimberly Brookes
in memory of Susan von Salis ’79

The Fullgraf Fund
Jan Fullgraf Golann ’71

OTHER LIBRARY FUNDS

Access to Collections
Ann Anderson Stranahan ’57

ENDOWED LIBRARY FUNDS cont.

Martha Gregory Tolles ’43

Beatrice Oenslager Chace ’28 Library Fund
Jane Chace Carroll ’53
in memory of Beatrice Oenslager Chace 1929

College Archives
Phyllis Fewster Rosser ’56
Jane Wallace ’47

Hillyer Art Library
Ellen Detlefsen ’68
in memory of Kathleen Shelton ’68

Josten Library for the Performing Arts
Amalia Francalangia ’08

Library Renovation Fund
Anonymous
Anonymous
Joanne Barker ’79
Deborah O’Connor Bennett ’81
Peggy Block Danziger ’62
Delight Wing Dodyk ’59
Madeleine Morgan Fackler ’80

Alicia Carew Hammarskjold ’87
Patricia Davis Klingenstein ’51
Marjorie Lamberti ’59
Phoebe Reese Lewis ’51
Erinn McGurn ’94
Eliot Chase Nolen ’54
Alison Overseth ’80
Melanie Schow ’76
John Shaw
in memory of Julia Pickard Shaw ’51
Linda Chatman Thomsen ’76
Anita Volz Wien ’62
Francis Wood
Dorothy MacColl Woodcock ’64
Margaret Von Blon Wurtele ’67

Matching Gifts
American Online Giving Foundation Inc.

Libraries – Special Collections
Sarah Dubben Calley ’68
Elizabeth Carroll-Horrocks ’78
Libraries – Special Collections cont.

M. Hardwicke
Mary Hunting
Teri Lilly ’89
Lisa Raskin

Lile R. Gibbons ’64 Library Fund
Anonymous

Madeleine L’Engle Research Fellowship Fund
T.A. Barron
in memory of Madeleine Camp Franklin ’41

Marilyn Schultz Blackwell ’69 Sophia Smith Collection Fund
Marilyn Shultz Blackwell ’69

Mortimer Rare Book Room
Melvin Carlson

David Hamilton
in honor of Caroline Hamilton ’08

Carla Greenhaus Lord ’58

Mark Morford
in memory of Martha Dunn Morford ’48

Dean of Libraries Discretionary Fund
Eleanor Johnson Ford ’54

Sophia Smith Collection
Andrea Brown
in memory of Erin O’Neil ’11
Peggy Block Danziger ’62
Rachel Gerstein ’84
in honor of David Gerstein
Melissa Hansen ’81
Karen Muir
in memory of Erin O’Neil ’11
Elizabeth Nichols ’90
Lydia Vandenbergh
Nancy Webb ’56

Sophia Smith Collection – Southworth Papers Fund
Sarah Thomas Gillett ’60

Werner Josten Library Music Fund
Yvette Perez Massoudi ’89

GIFTS OF BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS
Mary Chrisman Anderson ’59
Beatrice Bartlett ’49
Betsey Blake ’45
Ginny Brandreth
Eleanor Luria Brilliant ’52
Brigitte Buettner
Carole De Saram
Ellen DeNooyer
Ann Farbman ’60
Jane Fonda
Eleanor Fusaro ’52
Ruth Giordano ’76
Robert Grossman
Terry Hartle
Betsy Hartmann
Angie Hauser
Pascal James Imperato
Susan Israelson ’60
GIFTS OF BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS cont.

Charlotte Jones Voiklis
Christian McEwen
Joel Motley
Michael Nicholson
Kathleen Nutter '90
Andrea Olsen
Nancy O'Neal
Old Lesbian Oral Herstory Project
Ronald Perera
Susan Quantius '78 & Terry Hartle
Lisa Raskin
Judith Lager Raymo '53
Tina Reynolds
Constance Royster
Kiki Smith '71
Ann Solomon
Aletha Solter
Karen Stamm
Linda Stein

Joachim Stieber
Tamar Stone
Brigette Supernova
Tapestry Health Systems, Inc.
Diane von Furstenberg
Micah Walter
Lauren Wendel '82
Alex Williams
in honor of Jill Ker Conway
Louis Wilson
Patricia Yeomans Salvador '78
Barbara Zucker

GRANTS
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation